REVERSAL OF SUPPLy SySTEM IN CHINA
SHOWS WE CAN’T RETREAT FROM COMMUNISM
The supply system the Chinese Red Army adopted
during the revolutionary struggle showed that an egalitarian communist society is achievable, even under
the most difficult circumstances. They fought together against the Chinese bosses and Japanese invaders
while producing and sharing everything without
wages or privileges, motivated by political conviction--fighting for the liberation of the working class.
The supply system was based on the communist principle that the working class possesses a high degree
of political consciousness, capable of creating a new
society based on meeting workers’ needs, without
money or exploitation. Today, that principle should
guide us to build our new Communist Revolution.
Unfortunately, despite their great success, the communist leadership failed to reinforce and propagate
the ideals of a communist society. What went wrong?
It failed to abolish money, and retreated from the principle of the supply system, “From each according to
ability, to each according to need.” Throughout the
struggle for communism in China, there was always
an internal struggle in the Chinese Communist Party
between two lines: rely on communist relations or on
money. Eventually, the theory of stages, first socialism and then communism, became the dominant line
in the party leadership, leading to the building of state
capitalism instead of communism.
After the communists gained power in China, leading a movement that required no money, their first
mistake was the implementation of military ranks and
a job grade salary wage system, starting in the mass
Red Army. These capitalist ideas led to the formation
of a privileged stratum among higher party leaders
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that enjoyed a different life style. This privileged
group became separate from the masses. Gradually,
this new grade and wage system gave way to the formation of a bureaucratic regime with its own political
power, a new capitalist class.
Even though many resisted, and fought to implement the supply system in the whole country, the
wage system was nonetheless implemented, supposedly to increase production. Some in the leadership
mistakenly believed that monetary incentives were
needed to increase production. Some party leaders,
including Mao, did not completely agree. They saw
masses motivated by political goals of producing for
need. But most did not understand the fatal consequences of going back to the old system of wages.
Yet, the workers had just come out of a system where
millions of people were willing to produce and risk
their lives in the war for liberation where there was
no reliance on monetary incentives, but instead on the
communist ideas of sharing and collectivity.

STRUGGLE FOR SUPPLY SYSTEM
CONTINUES
During the period of promoting both production
and collectivity, known as “The Great Leap Forward”,
large groups of people, often 10,000 or more, formed
communes, starting in 1957. To encourage collective
production and living, many communes included
communal meals, moving toward communist distribution according to need, not wages. In the face of
wages and rank, many rank and file peasants and workers organized this return to the supply system. They
showed that arguing that communism leads to laziness
is capitalist ideology. During the Great Leap Forward,
industrial and agricultural production were combined
in the communes, which used the supply system. Education and practical work were also combined. Millions took part, inspired by moving to communism.
However, based partly on bourgeois behavior of
carreerist comrades, partly on a drought, and partly
on sabotage, the Great Leap Forward ended during a
famine in which many people died. Many party cadre
had given false estimates of how much grain they expected to produce, to paint a rosy image to aid their
personal promotion. This was an outcome of the wage
grade system. The right wing of the party seized on
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these errors to fight against the communes and the
supply system.
Later, in 1966, in The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution, rank and file peasants, workers, students
and red guards responded by fighting to overthrow
the revisionists and to institute communism. This left
group attacked the leaders who were taking a capitalist road. Unfortunately, the movement, which didn’t
build a new party, was defeated by the CCP leaders,
who were on the road to openly institute capitalism,
making even more concessions to the rich peasants
and capitalists.

THE STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE RIGHT
AND LEFT
What went wrong? Money was not abolished. The
two stage road meant retreating from communism to
capitalism. Monetary incentives along with rank privileges stemmed from a very serious internal struggle
in the party between having confidence in the masses
of workers and peasants to mobilize for communism
and the stages theory that says the masses can’t be
won directly to communism. The struggle between
the left and right was constant in the old movement.
This struggle continues today inside our party,
ICWP. This history shows that reformist and revisionist concessions have proven catastrophic. We foster internal struggle to mobilize the masses for
communism because that’s what workers need and
deserve. We need full confidence that the time is now
for the masses to be won to communist ideas. This is
why the political line is primary in order to accomplish communism and
why ICWP fights for
communism – to abolish
wages and money right
after the revolution – to
produce for need, not
profit.
The lessons from the
courageous Chinese movement are critical to us
as we fight to build a
communist
society During the Chinese
Revolution, soldiers
today.
were not divided by
rank or wages

THE DIALECTICS OF OPPOSITION AND CONTRADICTION
Contradiction is the central concept of dialectical
philosophy, and some of our previous columns have
focused on it. In this column we discuss a more general concept that includes contradictions, the concept
of opposition.

What Opposites Are
In order for things or processes to be opposites,
they have to be different, but much more than difference is required. Opposites have to be exclusive, so
that nothing can be entirely on both sides of an opposite relation at the same time. Also, opposites have to
interact and change each other, at least some of the
time.
An important example that shows these two features of an opposition—exclusion and interaction—is
the relation between parents and their children. In
every particular parent-child relation, the parents are
one side and the children are the other. So being a parent excludes being a child in that relationship, and
vice-versa. In each relationship, the parents are influenced by their children, and the children are influenced by their parents. So the parent-child relation
is an opposition.

Is Something Wrong Here?
Some people are bound to object that they don’t oppose their parents, but get along with them fine. This
objection brings out the meanings of the concepts of
“opposition” and “contradiction” in dialectics, which
are a little different than the ordinary use of these

terms. Contradictions are defined as opposites in
which the two sides interfere with each other, struggle
against each other, or hold each other back. Not every
opposition is a contradiction, however, at least not all
the time. If an opposition is not a contradiction, it is
called supplementary. Oppositions between parent
and child, husband and wife, discussion and action,
buying something and selling it, etc., can be supplementary at least some of the time.

Supplementary Oppositions Change
Suppose a diesel mechanic works on an engine that
comes with a really good manual. The procedures and
settings in the manual work perfectly in practice. The
ideas in the manual and the practical work on the engine are opposites. Statements on paper and actual
work on an engine are exclusive things—nothing is
both. But the book was created from actual work at
the engine factory and now guides actual work in the
shop. So the contents of the manual and engine repair
work interact, and are supplementary opposites.
Further experience by the mechanic is likely to
change this situation, however. No manual is perfect.
The mechanic may find better ways to do certain jobs,
and not follow the manual any more. Or, he or she
may find that if you tighten certain bolts as much as
the manual says, they tend to break and create a problem that is hard to fix. Then the manual and the mechanic’s practice aren’t supplementary anymore, but
in contradiction. It may be possible to eliminate the

contradiction by getting stronger bolts or by changing
the manual. Even if this is done, however, some new
contradiction is bound to show up later. Like the relation between parents and children, this case illustrates a general truth about opposites: They don’t stay
supplementary, but are contradictory at least some of
the time.

Worker-Capitalist Opposition
The opposition between the capitalist class and the
working class is always a contradiction, never supplementary. In the rare cases capitalists do something that
workers actually want, it’s only a tactic to keep exploiting them. But union bosses and politicians regularly say otherwise. They call on us to “share the
sacrifice” of capitalist wars and economic crises, and
push the lie that both workers and capitalists would
benefit from this. The fact is that the worker-capitalist
relation is always a struggle of opposites. Capitalists
are always the enemies of workers, as the slave-owners and feudal lords were in previous systems based
on the exploitation of labor.

The Dialectics of Opposition
Some oppositions are always contradictions, and
all oppositions are contradictory sometimes, but there
are important principles in communist dialectics that
apply to all oppositions. In the next column, we will
discuss the principle that things can turn into their opposites in particular circumstances.

